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In this candid and gripping account, President George W. Bush describes the
critical decisions that shaped his presidency and personal life.

George W. Bush served as president of the United States during eight of the most
consequential years in American history. The decisions that reached his desk
impacted people around the world and defined the times in which we live.

Decision Points brings readers inside the Texas governor’s mansion on the night
of the 2000 election, aboard Air Force One during the harrowing hours after the
attacks of September 11, 2001, into the Situation Room moments before the start
of the war in Iraq, and behind the scenes at the White House for many other
historic presidential decisions.

For the first time, we learn President Bush’s perspective and insights on:

His decision to quit drinking and the journey that led him to his Christian faith

The selection of the vice president, secretary of defense, secretary of state,
Supreme Court justices, and other key officials

His relationships with his wife, daughters, and parents, including heartfelt letters
between the president and his father on the eve of the Iraq War

His administration’s counterterrorism programs, including the CIA’s enhanced
interrogations and the Terrorist Surveillance Program

Why the worst moment of the presidency was hearing accusations that race
played a role in the federal government’s response to Hurricane Katrina, and a
critical assessment of what he would have done differently during the crisis

His deep concern that Iraq could turn into a defeat costlier than Vietnam, and
how he decided to defy public opinion by ordering the troop surge

His legislative achievements, including tax cuts and reforming education and
Medicare, as well as his setbacks, including Social Security and immigration
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reform

The relationships he forged with other world leaders, including an honest
assessment of those he did and didn’t trust

Why the failure to bring Osama bin Laden to justice ranks as his biggest
disappointment and why his success in denying the terrorists their fondest
wish—attacking America again—is among his proudest achievements

A groundbreaking new brand of presidential memoir, Decision Points will
captivate supporters, surprise critics, and change perspectives on eight
remarkable years in American history—and on the man at the center of events.

From the Hardcover edition.
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In this candid and gripping account, President George W. Bush describes the critical decisions that shaped
his presidency and personal life.

George W. Bush served as president of the United States during eight of the most consequential years in
American history. The decisions that reached his desk impacted people around the world and defined the
times in which we live.
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Air Force One during the harrowing hours after the attacks of September 11, 2001, into the Situation Room
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his father on the eve of the Iraq War
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Why the worst moment of the presidency was hearing accusations that race played a role in the federal
government’s response to Hurricane Katrina, and a critical assessment of what he would have done
differently during the crisis

His deep concern that Iraq could turn into a defeat costlier than Vietnam, and how he decided to defy public
opinion by ordering the troop surge

His legislative achievements, including tax cuts and reforming education and Medicare, as well as his
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The relationships he forged with other world leaders, including an honest assessment of those he did and
didn’t trust

Why the failure to bring Osama bin Laden to justice ranks as his biggest disappointment and why his success
in denying the terrorists their fondest wish—attacking America again—is among his proudest achievements



A groundbreaking new brand of presidential memoir, Decision Points will captivate supporters, surprise
critics, and change perspectives on eight remarkable years in American history—and on the man at the center
of events.

From the Hardcover edition.
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Editorial Review

From Booklist
George W. Bush’s decisions were all correct. It was just the aftermath that sometimes became muddled.
That, at least, is the impression one gets after reading this surprisingly robust memoir. For those who have
missed “43” in the public eye (and for those who haven’t as well), his voice is evident on every page. Cocky,
defiant, and, at times (especially when speaking about his family), emotional, this is the George Bush who
insists that “everybody” believed there were weapons of mass destruction, that much of the blame for the
post-Katrina fiasco should be put on Louisiana’s local governments, and that Harriet Miers would have made
a fine Supreme Court justice, given the chance. He does admit some mistakes (“Mission Accomplished”),
but he stands by his big decisions and backs up his claims, which is simpler to do when the other side isn’t
chiming in with their opinions and/or facts. Those who have followed Bush and his presidency will find
many of the personal stories here familiar (how he stopped drinking; his whirlwind romance with Laura), but
there are some fascinating reveals as well, including his affection for Ted Kennedy, his sometimes-
complicated relationship with Dick Cheney, and his read-between-the-lines digs at Colin Powell. Some
political memoirs (hello, Bill Clinton) are bloated journeys that devolve into pages and pages of, “and then I
met . . .” Bush, smartly dividing the book into themes rather than telling the story chronologically, offers
readers a genuine (and highly readable) look at his thought processes as he made huge decisions that will
affect the nation and the world for decades. Many will ridicule his thinking and bemoan those decisions, but
being George Bush, he won’t really care. --Ilene Cooper

Review
"Decision Points is well-written, and interesting from start to finish. I think people of all political stripes
should read it.George W. Bush also gives readers a good sense of what it's like to be president, to take the
responsibilities of the office seriously, do what you think is right, and let history be the judge." Bill Clinton
"The former president delivers an unexpectedly engrossing rehash of what he considers to be the pivotal
moments of his eight years in office." Los Angeles Times "Decision Points...gives the reader an uncanny
sense of how personality and the fateful interplay of personalities within an administration can affect policies
that affect the world." The New York Times "Decision Points breaks unsuspected ground" The Independent

About the Author
Since leaving office, PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH has led the George W. Bush Presidential Center at
Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas. The center includes an active policy institute working to
advance initiatives in the fields of education reform, global health, economic growth, and human freedom,
with a special emphasis on promoting social entrepreneurship and creating opportunities for women around
the world. It will also house an official government archive and a state-of-the-art museum that will open in
2013.

From the Hardcover edition.
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Ricky Streeter:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on
guys that aren't like that. This Decision Points book is readable simply by you who hate those perfect word
style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving
perhaps decrease the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer involving Decision Points content
conveys objective easily to understand by lots of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
information but it just different by means of it. So , do you still thinking Decision Points is not loveable to be
your top list reading book?

Ross Jackson:

Spent a free a chance to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their spare time with their family,
or all their friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, planning to beach, or picnic
inside park. They actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Do you want to something different to fill
your current free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book can be option to fill your cost-free time/
holiday. The first thing that you ask may be what kinds of publication that you should read. If you want to
consider look for book, may be the guide untitled Decision Points can be good book to read. May be it is
usually best activity to you.

Edward Trotta:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always try and and must have the extra time or they will get wide
range of stress from both way of life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity are there
when the spare time coming to you of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you try this one,
reading textbooks. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, the book you have read is actually
Decision Points.

Dixie Santiago:

Decision Points can be one of your basic books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this guide has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to understand,
bit entertaining but still delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to set every word into
pleasure arrangement in writing Decision Points although doesn't forget the main point, giving the reader the
hottest and also based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be one of it. This great information may
drawn you into new stage of crucial contemplating.
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